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Research Spotlight  
New Material Science Research May Advance Tech Tools  

Hard, complex materials with many components are used to fabricate some of today's most 

advanced technology tools. However, little is still known about how the properties of these 

materials change under specific temperatures, magnetic fields and pressures. 

Researchers from Fudan University, Louisiana State University, the University of Florida and 

the Collaborative Innovation Center of Advanced Microstructures in Nanjing, China, 

conducted research on materials that separate into different regions through a process called 

electronic phase separation, which is poorly understood. Their research advances the 

understanding of how these materials can be manipulated without having to discover new 

materials, change the chemical concentration or apply external magnetic fields. 

Their research was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 

The researchers manipulated a steel gray mineral called manganite, which is used to build 

magnetic hard discs in computers. They created holes, or antidots, in thin films of manganite. 

It was discovered that the edges of the antidots were magnetic. 

“The discovery of the magnetic edge states on the antidots made this work possible. Nobody 

had ever seen this before,” said LSU Physics Professor Ward Plummer, a co-author on the 

study. 

The magnetic phase state at the edges of the antidots raised the metal-to-insulator phase 

transition temperature of the manganite film. The researchers were able to replicate this 

through simulations. 

“People have really tried to increase the temperature and reduce the operating field or tried to 

change the substrate or chemical composition. But we find this new approach with antidots to 

be quite useful,” said Jian Shen, head of the Department of Physics at Fudan University and a 

co-author on the paper. 

“What you really would like to do is get this temperature above room temperature, so you can 

switch the material by using a magnetic field,” Plummer said. 

 (Source from Nature Physics)   

 

 



Research Spotlight 
DNA Appeal for Myanmar Fallen 

MOE Key Laboratory of Contemporary Anthropological at Fudan University is seeking DNA 

samples from families of Chinese Expeditionary Force members who died fighting the 

Japanese army in Myanmar during World War II in a bid to identify remains.  

The lab team has already tracked down the hometowns of 27 soldiers through matching DNA 

samples from remains with records in the lab’s DNA database, reported Wenhui Daily on Sep 

1. 

Researchers from the Northwest University in Xi’an in northwest China’s Shaanxi Province 

asked Fudan to help. 

Fudan has established a special DNA lab and will continue trying to identify all the 347 

soldiers, ensuring that they can finally “go home,” Wenhui reported. 

Some 100,000 Chinese soldiers were sent to Myanmar in 1942 to protect the Yunnan-

Myanmar Road. In 1945, little more than 3,000 returned. 

 (Source from Shanghai Daily)   

 
 
China ABC 
The Legend of Chang’e Flying to the Moon 

Almost every traditional Chinese festival has a connection with legends, and Chang’e flying 

to the moon is one of the most widespread stories of Mid-autumn Festival, which is to come 

on 27
th

 September. 

In very ancient times, it’s said that there used to be 10 suns in the sky. Each day, one of the 

suns would travel around the sky on a carriage. One day, unexpectedly, all 10 suns appeared 

in the sky, which instantly dried the crops and caused disaster to the people on earth. 

Hou Yi, a local archer, who was brave had great sympathy for people's sufferings from the 

blistering weather and decided to help them out. Houyi climbed up to the summit of Kunlun 

Mountains and shot down the suns leaving only one to benefit people. Later, he married a 

beautiful girl – Chang’e.  

The young couple lived a happy and sweet life till one day when Hou Yi visited the Queen 

Mother of the West and she gave him a kind of elixir of immortality as a reward for his 

heroic undertaking. Meanwhile, he warned Hou Yi not swallow these pills all at once.  Hou 

Yi gave the elixir to Chang'e for safekeeping and she took it as a treasure and hid it in her 

jewelry box. But Chang'e felt so curious about the elixir that she swallowed the elixir all 



together, and immediately she felt her body floating up and flied to the sky. With deep love to 

her husband, Chang’e chose to be an immortal on the moon, closest to the earth; then she 

could see her husband every day. 

 

A piece of claborate-style painting describing Chang’e’s floating to the moon, in this way, her life becames immortal. 

 

 
Recommended Events  
Invitation: the Conference “Building Bridges for Science” 

 The Austrian Center Shanghai is celebrating its 10th anniversary, besides looking 

back on the experiences of 10 years of facilitating higher education cooperation 

between China and Austria, the Center also tries to have a glimpse into the future 

of science. 

 A special invitation goes to alumni from exchange programs between Austrian and 

Chinese universities and other higher education institutions! No matter whether 

you were an exchange student or had a research grant, The Austrian Center 

Shanghai would like to invite you for their evening reception on 19 October 2015 to 

mingle with other alumni. 

 Please send back the attached RSVP form to assistenz.shanghai@oead.at before 

Sunday, 27 September 2015. 

 Foreign participants who need a visa invitation letter for China, please send your 

travel dates and passport number toassistenz.shanghai@oead.at as soon as possible! 

 For all other inquiries please send an email to assistenz.shanghai@oead.at or call 

the Austrian Center Shanghai at +86 21 65642112! 
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18 Sep. Fri.       Topic:  Neurobiology of the Retina -Synapse, Circuit, and Metabolism 

    10:00              Speaker: Wei Li MD/PhD 

Venue: Conference room, 8th Floor, Zhidao Building, Fenglin Campus 
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